
Year End Behavior 

Management

Tips and Tricks

Getting through the last 
few weeks smoothly 

1. Focus on the positive 
Now is the time to celebrate all 
the progress your students have 
made! Acknowledging progress 
(no matter how small) will help 
remind everyone that the effort 
pays off.

2. Preview changes
State and district testing, field 
trips, assemblies and outdoor 
school are all examples of major 
changes in schedules. There are 
also many small changes to 
routines this time of year. Be sure 
that both staff AND students 
know what the plan is and how 
to get help if needed. 

3. Reinforce use of replacement 
skills!
If your student has been learning 
how to ask for help, stay calm, or 
solve problems proactively, now 
is the time to preview, prompt 
and reinforce opportunities to use 
these skills!

Finishing Up the Year
As you finish and finalize IEPs and other documents, keep in mind:

•Make sure student documents (IEPs, BSPs, data sheets, visuals, etc..) are 
all in one place and ready for next year’s staff to use
•Make sure that accommodations/ modifications needed are documented 
both on the IEP and in the student’s BSP
•Update student files, including documentation of Consent for FBA/ 
observation and family participation in BSP development
•Gather data on present levels and leave yourself a note about gathering 
regression data in the fall. This will help you with ESY determination later!
•Thank your students’ teams for all their hard work, including General 
Education Teachers and EAs!

Getting Ready for Next Year
•Gather up instructional and behavior support materials for students 

transitioning to new teachers, programs or schools. Attach a copy of the 
student’s progress report and send it before leaving for the summer.

•Place IEPs/ BSPs and other information for incoming students in one 
location that you can easily get to during the first few days of work

•Consider any PD and curriculum you may need to start the year. Plan 
ahead for fall trainings with your staff.... and ask a behavior consultant to 
join you! 

THANK YOU!

More staff are utilizing social skills curriculum to design 
and deliver quality social skills instruction! This means 
students are learning the skills they need to improve 
their behavior and personal relationships!

Building-based staff are writing and implementing BSPs 
with both preventative and safety measures in place. 
This means that students are getting more support in a 

timely manner and we are better able to help teams 
make data-driven decisions! 

Many teams have invited the behavior consultants into 
their schools to help with social skills and behavior 
trainings. Next year we hope to expand professional 
development opportunities to include trainings on 
trauma, social/ behavior goal-setting, and additional 
collaborative interventions. 
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